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Pink Moon set to illumniate the sky Friday - CNN
The full moon of April, called the Pink Moon, will occur the
morning of April 19 at a.m. EDT ( GMT), about three days
before the annual.
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A Full Pink Moon Is Coming in April | Mental Floss
The name Pink Moon comes from the pink flowers – phlox – that
bloom in spring. Other names for this Full Moon are Sprouting
Grass Moon, Fish Moon, Hare.
Pink Moon - when Good Friday's 'stunning' pink moon will be
visible in the sky tonight
Pink Moon is the third and final studio album by the English
musician Nick Drake, released in the UK by Island Records on
25 February It was the only one.
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The name has much more to do with the phrase "once in a blue
moon", Pink Moon even that is only partially useful. In June
for instance, the Full Moon was dubbed the Strawberry Moon,
because the wild fruit was ripe to be collected.
Aswellastalkingaboutdarkmatter,quantumentanglement,alienlifeandli
Maybe you've finally balanced out a tricky power dynamic and
things are running smoothly, or maybe you need to speak up and
switch things up," she explains. After a brief hiatus in Spain
spent at a villa belonging to Island Records' head, Pink Moon
Blackwell[7] Drake returned to London refreshed, and in
October approached record engineer and producer John Wood.
However,thephotoswerenotusedasDrake'srapidlydeterioratingappearan
Drake was not outspoken in his opinion on the cover art of
Pink Moonmany close to him felt that he approved. By Claudia
Harmata.
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